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ABSTRACT

Graph theory is one of the most important branches of discrete mathematics which is a study

of  graphs  which  are  mathematical  structures  that  are  used  to  model  pair  wise  relations

between  objects.  Many discrete  problems can  be  analysed  using graph theoretic  models.

Graph theory plays prominent role in computer science and logistics management. The main

application  of  graph  theory  is  to  find  the  shortest  path  problems,  optimal  assignment

problems, time tabling problems, travelling salesman problems. Roads plays an important

role as every day people from various cities, states and villages has to travel to work, schools,

business and to transport   the goods.  In the roadway networks finding the shortest  paths

between various locations is the major problem. Because of this problem many shortest path

algorithms are developed. In roadway network applications finding shortest path is important

in city emergency handling as finding the shortest path is important to save the life and drive

guiding  systems  to  reduce  the  travel  time,  simultaneously  to  reduce  the  cost  of

implementation. The shortest path problem is to find the path between to vertices on a given

graph, such that the sum of the weigths on its constituent edges is minimized. In this paper

for a Dijkstra’s algorithm gives a solution for a  single source shortest path problems. In this

algorithm the shortest path is calculated for a whole network starting from a source vertex

(or) initial vertex by finding the upper  bound of the distance between two vertices can be

calculated in advance on the given transportation network. 
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1.INTRODUCTION

          In 1735, the problem of Koinsberg bridge is the origin of graph theory. The town of

Koinsberg in Prussia was divided in to four sections included the two regions of the Pregel,

Kneiph  island  and  the  region  between  the  two  branches  of  the  pregel.  The  swiss

mathematician  Leonard Euler  solved this  problem which is  the first  use of graph theory.

Graqphs that have number assigned to each edge are called weighted graphs which are widely

used in  modelling  computer  networks.  Determining  of  path  of  least  length  between two

vertices in a network is one such problem. Important application of weighted graphs are to

find the shortest totqal length that visits every vertex of a complete graph exactly once which

is commonly known as Travelling salesman problem in which our aim is to find an order in

which salesman should visit each of the cities on his route exactly once so that he travels the

minimum  distance  to  deliver.  Many  algorithms  are  developed  to  find  the  shortest  path

between two vertices in a weighted graph. Because of important applications in graph theory,

artificial  intelligence,  computer network and design of transportation systems, the shortest

path problems are investigated over many years.

         In 1959 a dutch mathematician Edsger Dijkstra developed an algorithm to find the

shortest path in undirected weighted graphs where all the weights are positive.

        In section 2 related works of graph theory are discucced, In section 3 basic definations

of graph theory are given. In section 3 Dijkstra’s algorithm is discussed with examples

2. RELATED WORKS

             In public transportation systems, the best-path problems find the nature of transfer is

that it requires extra costs from an edge to its adjacent edge. In data model transportation

problem use of adjacent edges weighted directed graphs. Today, a non-trivial task is to find is

to find a good route from one location to other with increased traffic and a road network

which is more complex. By using routing algorithms travelling distance and transportation

cost can be reduced significantly.

3. GRAPH THEORY

            A graph G = (V, E) consists of V, a nonempty set of vertices (or nodes) and E, a set of

edges. Each edge has either one or two vertices associated with it which are called end points.
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An edge is said to connect its end points. A graph in which each edge connects two different

vertices and where no two edges connect the same pair of vertices is called a simple graph. A

directed graph(or digraph) consists of a nonempty set of vertices V and a set of directed edges

E.  The  undirected graphs consists  of set  of undirected  edges.  Graphs that  have a weight

assigned to each edge are called weighted graphs. A path is a sequence of edges that begins at

a vertex to vertex along the edges of the graph. The length of a path in a weighted graph is

the sum of the weights of the edges of the path.

4. DIJKSTRA”S ALGORITHM

             Dijkstra’s algorithm have a series of iterations where labelling procedure is carried at

each stage. In the labelling procedure a vertex V is labelled with the length of the shortest

path from initial vertex to v that contains only vertices which are present in the distinguished

set. The vertex which is added to this distinguished set is the vertex with a minimal label

among those vertices not already in the set. At each stage of the iteration each vertex V gets

either  permanent  label  denoted  by  PL which  is  the  length  LV  of  ma  shortest  path  or  a

temporary lable TL which is upper bound LV
'  for the length of the shortest path.

STEPS FOR DIJKSTRA’S ALGORITHM:

 Let G = (V, E) with the vertices {1, 2, 3, . . .. . , n} and the edges (i, j) having the lengths

Lij>0.The steps to find the shortest path from vertex 1 to the vertices 2, …., n is given as

STEP 1: For the initial vertex give L1=0 

Permanent label PL= {initial vertex}

For the remaining vertices j (2, 3,…, n) 

Temporary labelling TL = L j
'  = Lij

                                 = ∞  If there is no edge from 1 to j in the graph G

STEP 2: Let Lk= min { Lk
' } ∀ k∈ {2, 3 ….n}

            Find a k in temporary label TL for which Lk is  minimum.

           If there are several find the smallest of k

           Delete k from TL and include it in PL.

STEP 3: Join the vertices in permanent label by the corresponding k

STEP 4: For all j in TL 

            Set L j
'= min{ L j

' , Lk+  Lkj}

Hence the shortest path is obtained.

Example  1:  To  find  the  shortest  path  from the  vertex  D  to  all  other  vertices  shown in

Figure.1.
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Solution:

The length of weights of the edges are given as D—E = 1, D---C = 6, D---A = 4, D---B = 9,

A---E = 7, A---B = 3,  A---C=7, B---E = 7, B---C =10, E---C = 6.

Since D is the intia lvertex, Hence PL = { D }.

The length from the initial vertex D to the vertices E, C, A, B are the temporary labelling

given by LD’=0, LE’ = 1, LC’ = 6, LA’ = 4 , LB’ = 9 

Temporary label TL = { E, C, A, B}

To select the next vertex of shortest length from D.

L2  =  min { LE’ , LC’ , LA’ , LB’ } =  min { 1, 3, 4, 5}    =  1 = LE’

Therefore the vertex of least weight E is given permanent labelling and remaining vertices

aregiven temporary labelling 

Hence  PL = { D, E } ,  TL = {  C, A, B}.

   

To select the next vertex of shortest length from both D and E .

L3  =  min {  LC’ , LE  + LEC} =  min { 6, 6 + 1} = min { 6, 7} = 6  =   LC’.

Hence  PL = { D, E , C } ,  TL = {  A, B } .
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To select the next vertex of shortest length from  both D and E and C.

L4  =  min {  LA’ , LE  + LEA    , LC  + LCA} = min {4, 1+7, 6+3} = min { 4, 8, 9 } = 4 = LA’.

Hence  PL = { D, E, C, A } ,  TL = {  B }

To select the next vertex of shortest length from  both D and E and C and A

L5  =  min {  LB’ , LE  + LEB   , LC  + LCB  , LA+LAC}= min {9, 1+2, 6+10, 4+3} = 

min { 9, 3, 16, 7 } = 3 = LE  + LEB

Hence Figure 1.1 gives the shortest path from D to all the vertices A, B, C, E
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Example 2 : To find the shortest path from Camden to all the cities Trenton, Woodbridge,

Asbury Park, Atlantic City, Capemay in Figure 2.

Solution: 

The  length  of  weights  of  the  edges  are  given  as  Camden---  Trenton  =  30,  Camden---

Woodbridge = 60, Camden--- Asbury Park = 70, Camden--- Atlantic city = 75,  Camden---

Capemay = 85, Trenton--- Woodbridge = 22, Trenton--- Asbury Park = 30, Woodbridge---

Asbury Park = 35, Asbury Park--- Atlantic city = 15, Atlantic city--- Capemay = 45.

Since the initial vertex is Camden 

Hence PL = { Camden }.

The length from the initial vertex  Camden to Trenton, Woodbridge, Asbury Park, Atlantic

city, Capemay   the vertices are the temporary labelling given by Ltreton’=30, Lwoodbridge’ =60,

LAsbury Park ’ = 70, LAtlantic city ’ = 55 , LCapemay’ = 85.

Temporary label TL = { Treton, Woodbridge, Asbury Park, Atlantic City, Capemay}

To select the next city of shortest length from Camden

L2  =  min { Ltreton’ , Ltreton’, LAsbury Park ’ , LAtlantic city ’, LCapemay’ } =  min { 30, 60, 70, 55, 85}     =

30 = Ltreton’

Therefore the city of least weight Treton is given permanent labelling and remaining vertices

aregiven temporary labelling 

Hence   PL = {Camden ,  Treton  } ,  TL = {  Woodbridge,  Asbury Park,  Atlantic  City,

Capemay}.
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.

To select the next city of shortest length from both Camden and Treton .

L3  =  min {  LWoodbridge’ , LTreton  + Ltreton Woodbridge  }=  min { 60, 30 +22} = min { 60, 52} = 52  =

LTreton  + Ltreton Woodbridge 

Hence  PL = { Camden , Treton, Woodbridge  } ,  TL = {  Asbury Park, Atlantic City,

Capemay } .

To select the next city of shortest length from both Camden and Treton and Woodbridge.

L4  =  min {  LAsburyPark’ , LTreton  + Ltreton Woodbridge   + L Woodbridge AsburyPArk   , LCamdenTreton  +  L Treton

AsburyPArk  } =  min { 70, 30 +22+35, 30+30} = min { 70, 87, 60} = 60  = LTreton  + LtretonAsbury park  

Hence  PL = { Camden , Treton, Asbury Park , Woodbridge  } ,  TL = { Atlantic City,

Capemay } .

To select the next city of shortest length from both Camden and Treton and Woodbridge and

Asbury Park.

L5  =  min {  LAtlanticcity’ , LTreton  + Ltreton Woodbridge   + L Woodbridge AsburyPArk   + L AsburyPArkAtlantic  City   ,

LCamdenTreton  +  L Treton AsburyPArk  + L AsburyPArk Atlantic city } =  min { 75, 30 +22+35+15, 30+30+10} =

min { 75, 102, 70} = 70  = LTreton  + LtretonAsbury park  + L AsburyPArk Atlantic city

Hence  PL = {  Camden ,  Treton,  Asbury Park,  Atlantic  City  ,  Woodbridge   } ,  TL =

{ Capemay } .
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To select the next city of shortest length from both Camden and Treton and Woodbridge and

Asbury Park and Atlantic city.

L6  =  min {  LCapemay’ , LTreton  + Ltreton AsburyPark + L  AsburyPArk Atlantic city   + LAtlantic  City Capemay,    } =

min{85, 30+30+10+45} = min { 85, 115} = 85  {  LCapemay’ }

Hence  PL = { Camden , Treton, Asbury Park, Atlantic City , Woodbridge , Capemay } ,

TL={0 } .

Hence Figure 2.1 displays the shortest path from Camden to all the cities.

Conclusion: Finding the shortest  path for  the  graph problems is  difficult  and interesting.

Hence  a  practical  algorithm  for  the  shortest  path  problem  in  transportation  problems  is

proposed. The limitation of this model is the weights of the graph are positive and graph
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should be connected to find the shortest path. Among the problems presented have realistic

approach in our life experiences. This algorithm can be applied everywhere in road building,

travelling and paddlers. There are several algorithms to find the shortest path in the graph

theory. 
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